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Letter from MSBR Board President

morning
star is

A

Essential

s we near the end of 2020, we have the opportunity to reflect on
the care and support our community has provided to Morning
Star over the past months. Both staff and Board members
have been strengthened and emboldened in dedication to our
mission through your words of encouragement, your financial
generosity, and your gracious assistance over this past year.
Our clients and staff have shared in the challenges that many of you are
experiencing this year – virtual learning, limitations on activities, restrictions
on welcoming in guests and visitors, the health and welfare of those close
to us, and the general economic impacts of the pandemic. As many of you
know, Morning Star experienced a COVID-19 outbreak within our facility
earlier this year. We are fortunate to report that each person affected have
since recovered. Staff reacted quickly, responsibly, and in accordance with our
plans to provide responsible and appropriate care to our clients, going above
and beyond to respond in unique and challenging times.
This year’s adversities have been a humble reminder of the Ranch’s purpose.
Since 1956, Morning Star has been a stable and steady resource for youth
in need of care. Throughout the years, there have been many challenges,
interruptions, and obstacles to overcome – 2020 has presented another wave
of them. During times of crisis and pandemic, we are reminded to focus on
our core values, our mission, and our commitment to our clients.
Morning Star’s work is essential. There is a continued, unmet need
within our community for children to have stability and support. None of
us are alone in this work: it truly does take a village. While our mission,
focus, and emphasis are on the youth for whom we care, we continue to
seek opportunities to ensure holistic wellness for our employees as well.
The caregivers who are standing alongside our clients, showing them the
path forward, supporting growth and encouraging development, have been
incredible, reliable, and passionate throughout this year.
This holiday season, I am reminded that all of us can make a difference.
The second grader, the retiree, the staff person, the foster parent – the person
who accidentally picked up this edition of the Harvester – each of us has an
important role within this community of need. You are an integral part of
making a difference in our world.
The Board of Directors has witnessed and supported the
dedication of our staff and community in response to this
pandemic. As a Board member, I cannot fully express my
sincere gratitude for the care and support you provide to
the staff and clients of Morning Star.
MSBR Board of Directors | President
— Tim Horlacher
thorlacher@msbranch.org
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Letter from the Executive Director

you are the
of morning star

T

he cold weather has moved
in and the holiday season
is swiftly approaching. I
relish this time of year; miracles
are in the air. This wonderful
season serves to remind us that we are
loved, and we can take care of each other,
bringing joy to the world through our
actions. We were made to love others
and to be loved. The pandemic has
challenged our hearts and connections by
requiring distance and separation, which
is completely opposite of our nature and
pattern.
I have received several phone calls in the
past few weeks that have reminded me just
how much of a difference we can make in
the lives of others. Longtime supporters
of Morning Star have called, wanting
to know how they could help our foster
children this year. Their heart is to make
a difference and bring light to vulnerable
children and families. A considerable
amount of folks who have received services
from Morning Star over the years, who
have been loved and guided through dark
periods of their lives, have called to thank
the 64-year-old agency for being there
for them. In turn, we thank all who have
supported us and continue to be the light
for Morning Star.
This season celebrates the birth of Jesus
Christ, the Morning Star, the love who
was sent to earth by God to save others.
No matter the situation, no matter the
past, no matter the hurt, no matter the
sin, nothing can separate us from the love
of God. Jesus came to earth to be The
Light, the example, to show us how to
love others by giving the gifts purposed to
us by God to others around us. We are the
light in this world of darkness. He showed
us how to love others and commands us

in John 15:12 to “love one another as I have loved you.” He also demonstrated
that we are the light of the world in Matthew 5:14-16 by saying, “You are the light
of the world. A town built on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a
lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light to
everyone in the house. In the same way, let your light shine before others, that they
may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in heaven.”
We care for 85+ children and families each year though our four programs and
Morning Star Community Services. Our supporters have radiated brilliant light
over Morning Star’s 64 years, allowing our youth families the ability to heal and
grow when the dark presses in. Light comes from volunteers, employees, supporters
praying for the Ranch (including leadership, families, and clients), donating goods
and funds for the needs of the clients, and from sharing the story of our mission.
Morning Star was born with a mission to answer God’s call to love and serve those
in need, building responsible adults by believing in youth, and providing programs
to strengthen families and our community. This mission is supported by more
community members than I can count.
If you have it on your heart and mind to be a light for young children in need,
please consider becoming a mission supporter.
• Do you have the professional skills to stay calm when faced with an angry youth
who needs a positive relationship with a competent professional? Apply online to
join our team at www.morningstarboysranch.org.
• Do you have the desire to make a more direct impact by taking a child into your
home as a foster parent? We offer training, support, and licensing for families
who want to be a light in this way. Call 509-496-5116 to discuss how you can
become a Morning Star foster parent.
• Do you have financial means to help support the needs of youth and families
being served? Donate directly online at www.morningstarboysranch.org or by
mailing a check to Morning Star at 4511 S. Glenrose Rd., Spokane WA 992223.
• Do you want to support the Ranch but are not sure how? Be a light by telling
others about the great services provided to vulnerable foster youth here, and add
us to your AmazonSmile account so that Amazon donates to Morning Star in
your name – this is free of cost to you.
One of the most important ways to be a light for Morning Star
is by praying for us and the work we do here. We strive daily to
bring light to children and families who need The Morning
Star. He is the reason for our work all year around. Let us be
His brightest light!
Executive Director
— Audrea Marshall | MOL
amarshall@msbranch.org
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Complex Trauma

T

hose who work with traumatized children know all too well about the long-lasting
impact of trauma, including abuse and neglect, on both cognitive and emotional
development. They know it is a fallacy to think children are resilient to trauma
naturally, when it is well known that the adverse impact of trauma can be life-long
on so many levels.
Alfred Adler, notable child psychiatrist and pioneer in child mental health, believed that all
children have some basic emotional needs, and the extent to which these needs are met will
largely determine the trajectory of their lives in countless ways. Adler believed all children need
to be nurtured, with the hope that they grow to feel worthwhile, valued, and powerful. Most
importantly, every child needs to experience a sense of belonging, ultimately learning that their
world is safe and predictable.
For many of our residents, their first exposure to a reliable, secure, and nurturing
environment is found here at the Ranch. All our residents have endured unspeakable abuse and
neglect in their young lives. They often come to the Ranch with scars both visible and invisible.
Mental health professionals have learned much over the last 40 years regarding the lifelong
impact of abuse and neglect. For example, we know there is a direct correlation between the
number and severity of adverse childhood experiences (ACES) and emotional, cognitive,
physical, and social development. The greater number of adverse childhood experiences, the
greater the likelihood that a child will experience developmental trauma and corresponding
cognitive and emotional challenges.
Most children served by Morning Star are victims of complex trauma, defined as trauma of a
repetitive or chronic nature. Developmental psychologists, social scientists, and neuroscientists
have provided us with clear evidence regarding the devastating impacts of complex trauma both
in real time and over a person’s life span. We know, for instance, that traumatized children often
come to believe the world is a scary place and all adults are dangerous. Left unchallenged, these
fears tend to continue into adulthood.
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Neuroscientists have shown that frequent
trauma exposure can alter brain function,
adversely impacting both emotional and
cognitive development. Research suggests
that trauma affects both the structure and
chemistry of a child’s developing brain.
Exposure to traumatic events can cause
the brain to enter a heightened state of
awareness, activating the brain’s limbic
system and flooding the brain with the
stress hormone cortisol. Excess cortisol
is potentially toxic to the brain and may
damage the hippocampus and pre-frontal
cortex, areas of the brain that are directly
related to memory and learning as well as a
host of executive functioning skills such as
the ability to focus and sustain attention,
process verbal information, inhibit behavior,
maintain cognitive flexibility, problem
solve, and regulate emotions. To be blunt,
trauma changes everything. Children who
suffer from exposure to adverse childhood
experiences and complex trauma are also at
greater risk to develop a variety of mental
health conditions such as depression or
anxiety disorders, as well as a variety of
physical conditions. The developmental
trauma experienced by victims of chronic or
complex trauma are vast in number.
As a Morning Star board member as well
as a practicing psychologist in the Spokane
community, I want to thank you for
supporting Morning Star. It is not hyperbole
when I tell you that you are helping to save
lives in joining the ongoing battle against
multigenerational abuse and neglect.
Because of your help, the staff at Morning
Star are able to provide children with safety,
nurturing, and a feeling of security, as well
as an opportunity to find hope and healing
in an environment that allows them to
view the world as a mostly dependable and
trustworthy place. Each of our programs
allows children to feel valued, worthwhile,
and important, and to experience a sense of
belonging – all conditions critical for healthy
cognitive and emotional development.
Thank you for partnering with us in our
effort to combat multigenerational abuse and
neglect by helping one child at a time.
MSBR Board Member
— Kevin O. Heid, Ph.D.

morning star boys’ ranch Foster Partnerships
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Foster Partnerships

onestly, 2020 has been
quite the ride, and that is
no exception on the foster
care front. We saw cancelled
community events, online
schooling, and more. Yet, this year
has also highlighted the partnerships,
friendships, and community that
Morning Star Foster Care has been
gifted with in the Greater Spokane Area
and beyond.

I would be remiss not to begin with our
very own foster homes and families. The
majority of our homes are Therapeutic
Foster Homes that welcome in, love, and
do their best to support children and youth
with unique, often difficult, challenges
and behaviors. It has been tough for all of
them, but they have so graciously navigated
the twists, turns, and curveballs of this
year for the sake of the youth in their care.
We would not be able to do what we do
without these generous souls, and we are so
grateful for them.
The Greater Spokane Area is rich
with people who are engaged with and
care deeply about the foster children
in our area, their families, and the staff
who support both. We have appreciated

the partnership and presence of the
Washington Association for Children &
Families (WACF), Region 1’s Advisory
Board (HB 1624), Region 1 DCYF
Licensing, Spokane Angels, Alliance
for Child Welfare (WSU), Washington
Fosters, Inland Northwest Business
Alliance (INBA), Community Youth
Services & WE FOSTER WA Facebook
Group, Coordinated Care, Unity in the
Community, and Grace & Cakes.
We are incredibly fortunate to have
so many partners, friends, and allies as
we seek to license and support foster
homes for our most vulnerable children
and youth. If you want to learn more
about the program, please reach out to
jfurfaro@msbranch.org.
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ith soft ears, warm fur, and the gentle,
tender lick of affection, the love of a
precious animal can transform anyone’s
day in an instant. In some of the most
beloved classic stories, Charlotte’s Web,
Ol’ Yeller, The Black Stallion, Babe,
My Dog Skip, animals teach human
characters the most about life, instilling
love and confidence in them, giving them reason to press on through
difficult circumstances.
Turns out, it is not just in books and stories where that happens.
The power of love from an animal and for an animal can transform
lives and unlock hearts, helping heal what feel like untouchable
wounds. It happens every day, especially on the grounds of Morning
Star.
The specific heart healed in this situation belongs to Nolan, a
delightful and engaging boy whose face lights up when he speaks. His
whole countenance brightens when he talks about the animals for
whom he has cared through the 4-H program at Morning Star.
Without the context of Nolan’s background and the struggles he
has faced, it would be impossible to know exactly how meaningful
that smile and joy are. He shares his story with rare confidence and
a matter-of-fact demeanor for a 13-year-old. Instead of trying to
sugarcoat his past, he owns every part. Rather than being a history of
which he is ashamed, it is a story he shares powerfully, knowing it is
about overcoming whatever negative circumstances life provides.
“Whenever I talk about my story, I always have to talk about my
family’s story because it has a lot to do with mine,” says Nolan.
His grandmother was diagnosed with schizophrenia and
experienced auditory and visual hallucinations, which was traumatic
for his mother to be raised with. In Nolan’s own words, his mother’s
life was extremely difficult. “My mom started doing drugs at 13 years
old because that is the only way she could cope with the abuse within
her family,” he said. His mother survived multiple toxic and abusive
partners and marriages during Nolan’s early years, a divorce, and a
struggle with depression and alcohol. “She is the strongest person I
know,” he says.
While his mom was becoming stronger, life was difficult for
Nolan. “I started getting really bullied at school. My mom would
fight for me, but the school was worried I was aggressive, and didn’t
understand I had ADHD. She really fought for me to be represented
because no one did that for her. She didn’t have any moral support or
emotional support, and she had never received love.”
A setback came with the arrival of another abusive relationship for
his mother, and it brought aggressive behavior into Nolan’s life. “He
would sit on me and spit on me,” says Nolan of his mom’s boyfriend.
“I started to hate my mom because she brought him into our lives.”
The unhealthy behavior continued. “I learned to be aggressive and
I would hit my mom,” he says. “We would get into actual physical
fights. I didn’t know that was not okay. It was my world, and I had all
this anger that I would lash out.”

morning star boys’ ranch

One boy’s story of healing and hope
“My mom was really broken at the time and was going through so
place out of everybody. I loved it so much and decided I was going
much, and I was going through so much too,” he says. “I was dealing
to keep on doing it for the rest of my life and I loved it. So I kept on
with having toxic relationship with my mom.”
practicing and kept on doing it. My friend and I were the first ones to
As a way of coping with the chaos and pain in his life, Nolan began
do the 4-H program in a few years, so we were the kids it was tested
cutting himself. As time went on, he began experiencing suicidal
on.”
thoughts. He ended up hospitalized on suicide watch six times.
Embers was the first Boer goat Nolan showed. “He was the nicest
The State intervened, and at the age of nine, Nolan eventually went
goat ever. I loved him so much. He helped me a lot with my mental
into foster care. Over the next four years, Nolan moved eight times,
health because he gave me something to love,” Nolan said, recalling
in and out of different foster homes, with a total of 16 life transitions.
the animal fondly.
He had some great foster families along the way, but also some
To say Embers sparked a fire in Nolan’s spirit would be an
difficult placements. Still, all of them ended with him packing his bag
understatement. Nolan fell in love that year, not only with the goat,
and moving forward into the unknown.
but with riding horses and showing animals. His next love was a
While Nolan’s number of foster homes is low compared to the
sheep named JJ, who now has babies who live at Morning Star. A
average at Morning Star – 11 foster homes
chicken of his own named Camo soon
is what most boys at Morning Star Boys’
followed.
Ranch live in – it was still emotionally
After 10 months at Morning Star Boys’
grueling. Placements in his foster homes
Ranch, along with emotional healing with
My mom started getting better, the animals, came the chance for Nolan
lasted anywhere from one week to 10
months, which was his longest stay. Nolan
to take the next step and be placed with a
and our relationship continues
was eventually referred to Morning Star
foster family.
Boys’ Ranch.
“It was hard to leave,” he says of his time
to heal. She and I are super
“The first couple nights it was hard and
at Morning Star. “I cried.” He moved in
horrible, and I cried,” he says of being
with a foster family who showered Nolan
close. I know more about my
placed in yet another living situation. “I
with love and support. “They were super
family and my heritage now. It
was sad, but I started healing a lot there.
amazing and nice people. Oh my gosh,
Morning Star started helping me heal from
they have given me years’ worth of amazing
is all because of foster care and
my problems and I started getting way less
advice, but I cried all the time I was there
emotional. I started doing 4-H a lot, and
the first month or two because it was so
Morning Star. I would not have
4-H is what started helping me with a lot
hard to move out of Morning Star.”
of my issues.”
His foster parents encouraged him to stay
the life I have today if it were
When he was younger, Nolan had taken
involved in 4-H, allowing him to return
a horseback riding lesson and loved it, so
to Morning Star to visit and work with the
not for Morning Star and 4-H.
the availability of horses at Morning Star
4-H group. They also got him three goats
Boys’ Ranch was a surprise. “I told myself
for his birthday, which continued to be his
I wasn’t going to get attached to Morning Star Boys’ Ranch, or to the
emotional support.
horses,” says Nolan, “but then I started loving it more and more.”
His foster family also gave him the gift of encouraging him to
According to the national 4-H organization, “4-H is a U.S.-based
reunite with his mother, who had made changes in her life to allow
network of youth organizations whose mission is engaging youth
for a healthy relationship with Nolan. She moved to this side of the
to reach their fullest potential while advancing the field of youth
state and found a place where they could have goats and chickens,
development. Its name is a reference to the occurrence of the initial
which are so important to Nolan. Nolan now has dedicated adults in
letter H four times in the organization's original motto: ‘head, heart,
his life who support his love of 4-H by providing transportation and
hands, and health.’”
skill building. There are numerous community partners, including
One of the many opportunities in 4-H is to care for and show
The Country Store and private mission supporters, who have
animals at livestock shows. Morning Star Boys’ Ranch has a 4-H
supported Nolan with financial assistance in his pursuit of the 4-H
group led by skilled 4-H leaders who show up, care for, and advance a
program.
child’s skill level in caring for animals, and through this, Nolan began
“My mom started getting better, and our relationship continues
to heal.
to heal,” says Nolan. “She and I are super close. I know more about
“I remember the first time I showed [livestock]. It was a Boer goat,
my family and my heritage now. It is all because of foster care and
and the 4-H leader told me, ‘You have to be dedicated and willing
Morning Star. I would not have the life I have today if it were not for
to show it,’” says Nolan. “I was chosen to show the goat and I was
Morning Star and 4-H.”
so happy. The first time showing was a total blast, and I got second
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Community partners

Braune Family Foundation
Learning does not end with a pandemic!
This year, the Braune Foundation supported
our foster youth at Morning Star with extra
funding to cover a specially directed summer
enrichment program, as well as all the fun
summer activities every child should have.
The Braune Foundation provided valuable
educational tools for youth at the Ranch that
will be utilized for years. The grant money
funds summer fun as well as essentials,
too: soccer and baseball equipment, bikes,
helmets, scooters, even partial materials for
equine and 4-H, and so much more. Morning
Star Boys’ Ranch staff and the Board of
Directors are so thankful for the Braune
Foundation’s continued support of the
children that we serve.
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Since 2006, the Morning Star Foundation has supported children and families with
their annual grant. Morning Star’s four program services (Foster Care; Case Aide;
In-Home Wrap Around Care; and the Murphy House Therapeutic Residential Service)
are partially supported through the Morning Star Foundation in the areas of training,
new playground equipment, essential first aid kits, and foster parent support. Thank
you to the Board of Directors of Morning Star Foundation for supporting children
and families who are stopping intergenerational abuse and neglect.

Morning Star Boys’ Ranch was one of
the many local non-profits that received
grant funds from the Greater Spokane
Incorporated CARES grant in August. These
funds will be used to mitigate expenses from
COVID-19. The grant is vital for our four
programs as we have continued to serve our
community through some of the greatest
challenges this year has brought us.
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The Salvation
Army of Spokane
has been a
long-standing
community
partner in
supporting
foster youth
when children are preparing for the
upcoming school year. This year was
no different, and each foster child
in all four programs received new
backpacks filled with supplies. These
educational supports began with
virtual learning and have transitioned
back into the classroom on a
modified schedule, but the children
really care that they have something
new and that the backpacks they
have are their own. They are ready to
learn, have recess, and be a kid!

AmeriCorps YouthBuild Spokane spent two days at Morning
Star Boys’ Ranch working on the Dix Barn to build new doors
to the goats’ enclosure, providing warmth and protection from
the elements during the winter season. Over a short period of
time the volunteers of AmeriCorps YouthBuild provided hours
of service to help our 4-H program, and we are so grateful for
all their service work.

Utecht Farms
Greg & Cammie Utecht have
quietly donated delivery and stacking
of our hay in 2019 and 2020. We are
so thankful for our neighbors who
help provide for all aspects of our
programming, including needs that
are less visible. Their support has
been vital to the success of MSBR’s
4-H program.

Linda Cederblom donated $300
to buy May 2021’s Junior Show
Pigs. This money will help three of
our boys purchase a show pig for
4-H. We plan to pick out pigs this
December to show at the Spokane
Junior Livestock Show in May 2021.
Keep your eyes peeled for an update
on our boys’ future successes!

Ranch Hands for a day

Life Center’s “Love Week” focused on serving the city of
Spokane this summer. Volunteers came up to the Ranch and
helped fix and re-paint fences along our long driveway and fences
separating the 4-H animals. These awesome volunteers donated
their time and energy to ensure the Ranch looks its best not only
for visitors but for the kids who live here. Thank you Life Center for
loving on Morning Star Boys’ Ranch.

Dick & Sherry Oliver and
Cindy & Amy Rejolin
Dick and Sherry Oliver, as well
as Cindy and Amy Rejolin, are
professional goat breeders. Each
of them donated reduced fees for
breeding and care of our animals
so the boys can have baby goats in
winter to be shown at the Spokane
Interstate Fair. A special thank you
to the Olivers and Rejolins for this
special gift to our 4-H program.

The Country Store bought our boys’ market
livestock projects, including three lambs and five
goats, and gave an additional $250.00 in support.
They also donated a whole steer in 400lbs of
hamburger, plus gave back over 300lbs of meat
to the boy’s ranch. We are grateful to have a
community partner who cares so deeply about
our boys’ 4-H successes.

Our friends at Opportunity
Presbyterian Church created
25 unique quilts for the boys in
the Murphy House Therapeutic
Residential Service Program.
These lap blankets are perfect
as the weather turns colder and
colder, whether for reading corner
or bedtime. Many thanks to the
wonderful folks who lovingly made
each quilt!
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Spokane Virtual Interstate Fair and Expo

T

he Spokane Interstate Fair and Expo, which occurs
every September at the Spokane Interstate Fair and
Expo Grounds, went virtual in 2020. To maintain
the health and safety of all residents and reduce the
risk of COVID-19 exposure to its many guests and
competitors, the show went on – online that is.
Several of our boys participated in the online Fair,
preparing their livestock for showing, practicing their

skills on camera, and taking good care of their personal
presentation for virtual show. Shirts were pressed, boots
were polished, and the animals were groomed, healthy and
happy to make their debut. Morning Star is proud of all the
children we participated, and we are honored to share the
following awards.
The foster boys are excited for the Junior Livestock Show
in May 2021!

2020
awards
• Reserve Grand
Champion Boer
• Two Blue Ribbons in
Fitting and Showing
Market Goat
• 3rd Place in Fitting and
Showing Market Goat

Mor n i ng St ar C om mu n it y S e r v ice s prov id e s outp at ie nt b ehav iora l
he a lt h to i nd iv i du a ls and fami l ie s in a s afe, t he rap e ut ic, c ar ing
e nv i ron me nt t h roug h hop e, supp or t and he a l ing.
OUTPATIENT LOCATION:
Spokane Valley
1005 N Pines Suite 250

(509) 927-1194 | MorningStarCommunityServices.org

Please contact
hworden@msbranch.org
for more information.

to our Mission Supporters

Caring for Kids Event Recap
While we originally looked forward to celebrating “Caring
for Kids 2020” with all of community partners and mission
supporters in person at the Davenport Grand this year, it was
a special treat to be able to connect with you in different
ways; social media, mail, and board member personal phone
calls. Morning Star saw so much incredible generosity from
hundreds of people, both local community members and folks
nationwide who wanted to partner with us in our mission. From
the bottom of our hearts, we want to thank you if you gave to
Morning Star for our annual fundraiser this year. We were able
to raise $14,000.00 to support foster youth! We recognize the
difficulties 2020 has brought to so many families, and we know
that some folks dug deep to partner with us financially on
behalf of our incredible foster youth. If you have not yet had
the chance to donate to Morning Star this year, don’t worry!
Head to our website, www.morningstarboysranch.org and
click on the “Donate” tab at the top of the page, or return the
mission supporter envelope that is included in the Harvester.

helping kids | serving our community | healing families
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Pajamas
- youth small, medium, large
- adult medium
10 Sleds
Socks
- Sizes youth and adult
Kid friendly board and card games
Bath Towels
Twin size sheets
Standard size pillowcases
Youth size hats
Youth size gloves
Youth Athletic Shoes
- (1) @ 2.5
- (2) @ 3.5
- (1) @ 4
- (1) @ 4.5
- (1) @ 5
- (1) @ 6
- (1) @ 13
Men’s Athletic Shoes
- (1) @ 7.5
- (2) @ 9
- (1) @ 9.5
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S

ome of our neighbors have had an opportunity or two
to meet the children we serve. While we usually hope
these meetings would be at community events or through
some form of public service, it is often due to a client
running away from their assigned staff. This often leaves
our neighbors feeling confused and asking, “What is going on over
there?”
Allow me to put these interactions into context. All the boys
at the Ranch are placed through the Child Protective Services
system. The means that all of them have experienced some form of
significant abuse or neglect. Each one qualifies for a higher level of
care, called “Behavioral Rehabilitation.” To get to our level of care,
the boys have all demonstrated behaviors that would fall into the
“fight or flight” response. We know that the more times a person
engages in a behavior, or thinking pattern, the more natural that
action or reaction becomes. Due to the adverse experiences that
the children we serve faced, their brains become hardwired for the
“fight or flight” response.
Morning Star staff know that all our youth need constant
supervision. Often when the children we serve become upset,
they will attempt to engage in “fight or flight” behaviors. Most of
the time, staff can verbally de-escalate clients and get back to the
Ranch. However, there are instances where verbal efforts do not
work, and we must bring them back involuntarily. Unfortunately,

there are also times that the kids outrun or successfully hide from
staff long enough that staff cannot determine their location.
If you are a neighbor lucky enough to have a Morning Star
child end up on your porch or doorstep, please contact the Shift
Supervisor phone immediately so that we can come get them back
to the Ranch. The Shift Supervisor phone is always on and in the
possession of the supervisor on shift. Please save the phone number
for future reference: (509) 598-9047. Due to the behaviors that
resulted in their placement at the Ranch, I encourage you not to
invite them into your home. While waiting for staff, feel free to sit
with them outside and talk to them about their interests, school/
grade level, participation in 4-H, and life goals. It takes a village to
raise healthy children and we appreciate our neighbors and all the
support they provide to our community foster youth.
If you spy a
runaway child
For after business hours and to reach a
supervisor at MSBR: (509) 598-9047
For all other urgent business and
concerns please call:
(509) 999-2695

Board of Directors at Morning Star Boys’ Ranch
Tim Horlacher, President
Scott Cramer, Vice President
Keith McNally, Treasurer

Linda Devlin, Secretary
Dr. Kevin Heid
Paul McPherson

Clay Nelson
Dr. Ellen Dal Pra
Shawn Wash

Our efforts are made possible through your generous financial support. With your help, we can continue to provide healing to children in our community. MSBR is a
recognized as a public charity under Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(3) status. Donations to Morning Star Boys’ Ranch are deductible. Donors should consult their
tax advisor for questions regarding deductibility. The MSBR EIN is 91-0664709. A copy of the MSBR determination letter is available upon request.

